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Policy conclusions follow from several dimensions of the fin-
.

dings of Abt Associates' Sudy of the Education Professions Development

Act, Part V -E, Training ?.og

t
f

nes
Higher Education Pe-sonnel. in

summary, these are the pri p fi dings:

1. A representati,e sample of higher education personnel dec-

lare a variety of kinds of training to be "necessary" and "important"

for themselves and their tAeagues, indicating that substantial train-
,

ing need and demand exist in American higher education. Our case stu-

dies of colleges in transition document the existence of"training needs

in these atypical institutions, as well.

2. The training demand is pervasive: public and private"col-

leges, two-year and fouryear colleges, 'colleges in turmoil and rela-

tivoly stable colleges, financially troulo.led colleges and well-to-do

colleges all evidence a rather consistent, uniform level of demand.

3. The demand for training is f-irly uniform in the sampled

population of higher education professionals. Administrators, counse-

lors, and faculty leaders agree among themselves and large, as to

the need for training and the kinds of training that the. various staff

groups require.

4. Some kinds of training, includihg some non-traditional kinds,

are more in demand than othes: the general category of training in

human relations skills is in the highest demand overall, followed at

some distance by training in handling current special problems ia higher

education; training in managerial skills, further academic studies, and

training in information management skills.

5. Professionals in different roles need different kinds of

training, as both they and their colleagues see it. Not surprisingly,

presidents,deans, and departnk it Chairmen are perceived as needing

managerial and human relatiOns training, in keeping with the scope and

visibility of their responsibilities. Tenured and non-tenured faculty,

- including depar?M;Alt chairmen, on the other hand, were seen to require



further academic studies.

6. College ipres3.dNits report practically no overstaffing in

any professional category. On the contrary, they perceive a need fo::

more personnel across the board, especially for admissions and recrui-

ting for job and personal 2ounselin5, and for institut.nal planning,

fund-raising,-research and development. Two-year and public colleges

also report a substantial need for reme'ial instructional personnel.

7. Presidents perceive that money is the limitim; factor on

-staffing. They feel that neither the supply of trained people nor

the readiness of their insti,lutions currently constrains hiring: if

_funds were available to create needed job slots, presidents feel they

could find qualified people and assimilate them into existing college
e

structures.

8. Presidents prefer to fill. needs by hiring, rather than by

reassigning or rut-raining existing staff for undermanned f,,;.nctions.

9. EPDA-funded fellowship programs are influencing the career

decisions of their participants, according to a sizable fraction of the

respondents to-our Fellows Survey. A number of Fellows are not enter-

ing higher education professionS, however, and 'FPDA funds are therefore

serving in part to subsidize training for other:occupations.

JO. Available data on the EPDA programs are inadequate for

their evaluation, either individually or comparatively, a., our` efforts

to organize these data revel.

These findings confirm, by and large, what thoughtful viewers

of the post-secondary education scene have long suspected on less gener-

alizable grounds. The study's most'suprising revelation is probably

the uniforM level of demand for training as 'expressed by college leaders

occupying a variety of roles in.a variety of kinds of undergraduate

institutions. In supporting training for professional.prsonnel for

higher education, the Government is clearly not merely responding to

the. parochial interests of a narrow special interest` group. It is

rather filling a need on, which a broad consensus is evident among-those



most directly concerned.

Uniform distribution of demand for training does not imply,

of course, that training E-:lould be distributed uniformly, Developing

colleges, colleges which serve disadvantaged populations, and colleges

whose emphases in other wa,'s especially serve the public interest,

might reasonably be deemed to have the most urgent need. Colleges

which can pay for training,--furthermore, should probably Co so, if the

alternative is to divert tr.Aning funds from them to colleges which

cannot afford the training tieir staffs need.

Professionals in differing roles require differing kinds of '

training. Only human relations skills training, a category heavily

emphasized in the current EPDA V-E institute programs, emerges with

substantial demand in all recipient categories. Our- respondents tar-

geted their demand for other types of training much more specifically.

Some.of the areas of personnel-and training need that our sur-

vey reveals correspond to none of the ti, litional degree programs that

higher education offers: few if any\degree programs now exist in

admissions and recruiting, or in instit development and fund-

raising. People of varying backgrounds traditionally assume these

roles after accumulating experience in related roles: our findings

suggest that this sort of on7the -fjob'training may not provide the

needed skills in human relations and management.

Federal funding has been known to create new degree programs:

witness the numerous departments of educational research founded when

money for research training became available through ESEA. It is not

obvious that EPDA should aim to generate new higher-education disci-
,

plines in this manner. People are less likely to aspire to a life-:long

career in admissions than in research. In-service, short-term insti-

tutes would'seem to offer a more flexible way to help college profes-

sionals' gain the skills they need'.

The manpower implications of our findings require further re-

search and study. One might be tempted, for example, to conclude from

our findings that training should be directed exclusively toward up7



grading the skills of people already employed in higher education

professions. College pr:J'.dents indicate, after all, that theyhave

no trouble finding qualifLl people to hire, if only they can afford

to do so. This being the there is apparently already a pool of

available trained people, Lnd one might reasonably hesitate to support

training whose immediate result would be to increase unemployment.

One crucial question remains, however: how long would the supply last

if college hiring budgets -..creased? Surveys alone cannot answer this

kind of question. To answer it, we would have to combine survey re-

sultswith some explicit mathematical assumptions about the dynamic re-

lationships among personnel category levels and rates of hiring,

attrition, enrollment, graduation, salary increase and other such fac-

tors. In the early stages th::s Study, we undertook some exploratory

investigations which established the feasibility of a mathematical

modeling effort, whose product would allow policy makers to examine

the conditions under which various possible kinds of equilibrium

might exist in the sysl:em of which professional training is a part.

Until such a model is availiable, planners will have to balance nre-

service training off against in-service craining on the basis of

little more than guesswork.

In summary, 'we recouuuend as follows:

1. That EPDA continue to support institute programs designed

.to provide training:

a. in human relations skills for all categories of higher

professionals.

b. i' managerial skills for administrat6ive personnel, anu

c. in handling current special problems for college presi-

dents, deans, and department chairmen.

More specifically, college presidents and their institutional develop-

ment staffs should be trained in the_mobilization of financial and



human resources: how to raise and allocate funds, how to 'recruit people

for non-traditional roles, and how. to organize the training that such

recruiting necessitates.

2. To the extent that real need is projected for additonal man-

power in. the higher educat:.on system, that the Office of Education Con-

sider conditioning fe'llOwship aid upon actual, subsequent employment in

relevant roles in higher (cation. Some sort of loan-fellowship arrange-

ment might accomplishthis goal, if loans were forgiven over the first

few years cf a higher education career.

3. _That the EPDA program offices gather and proceSs evaluative

data in a more effective, and economical manner than in the past. Volume

III of this report contains a,number of specific recommendations in this

recard.

4. That the Office of Education expand its existi;19, program of

manpower-projection.modelling to include professional manpower in the

post-secondary education sector, so as to have an assumption-stated basis

for striking a balance between fellowship and institute support. The

sketches of such a model that were developed under this contract provide

some potentially useful initial considerations.


